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RETURN TO PHYSICAL OFFICES
Phase 1 Rules and Expectations Training
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October 2, 2020

Agenda

• The basics: overview of Phase 1 return to the physical office
• Accessing the office
• How the building has been prepared
• How our workspaces have been improved
• New policies and resources related to COVID-19
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The basics
• You can only come in the day you've been assigned, and must arrive before 2p.
• For next week, everyone registered is allowed in on Tuesday and Thursday NEXT WEEK,
between 8a and 6p. You must arrive before 2 PM (because the desk will not be staffed). •
Managers are allowed in Tuesday-Thursday next week
• Masks at all times. If you are not feeling well, do not come in (or go home).
• Can enter on Broadway or Nassau, swipe as normal to get to elevator. When entering
for the day you must come through 31, show your health check clearance and
receptionist will enter you into system
• When leaving for the day, you must also 'sign out' at reception
• You must follow directional signs when navigating the office (including exit through
dedicated exit paths – NOT the front doors)
•
•
•
•

Elevator bathrooms are only ones in operation
Restrooms near Counsel are closed
Flush with lids down please,
Grand Central Dining Room and Counsel kitchen are the only ones open

• Conference rooms should be booked as normal, and only to capacity limits marked on
the doors (also found on Sharepoint)
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• Along with PPE, receptionist can give you a personal headset for use at your desk.
Videocalls can be taken in conference rooms OR with your personal device at your desk
(Guest Wifi passcode is zoning12)
• If you do not follow the protocols outlined in the rest of this presentation, you will be
given one warning, then not allowed to return and disciplinary action may follow
• Ops is responsible for guiding compliance – please don't make their job harder than it already is
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Our operating philosophy for voluntary working in the
office
Goal: Maintain a safe and productive work environment in line with
NY State, NYC, and DCAS health and safety standards

• Requires the participation of everyone on-site. We must all be proactively
safe and commit to the rules!
• Our offices will never have a capacity greater than 50%
• Social distancing must be enforced by all managers and Operations staff
– 6' distance, mask-usage, capacity restrictions
• Communication remains important
• Updated regularly on office policies and changes
• Receive notification if someone you have been in contact with (in the office) is
potentially infected with COVID-19 (anonymously – you will not know who)
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• Stay home if you are not feeling well!

Accessing the Office

• Health checks required of all staff and vendors
• Masks are required to be worn at all times inside 120 Broadway
• Social distancing guidelines will be enforced
• Office Hours: Our offices remain closed to guests and the public
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Health Checks are required before entry into all City
and DCP spaces
• All employees of the Department and any visitors to DCP’s space are required to complete
mandatory health checks BEFORE travelling to a DCP Office
• The health check is available online and is accessible on SharePoint
• If you do not have access to the internet, a paper form is available at Reception in all DCP Offices
• The health check asks 4 questions. After your responses, you will receive an email with a
green or red background:
• Green – Permitted to enter DCP Offices
• Red – Not permitted to enter DCP Offices
• You must enter 120 Broadway on the 31st Floor at the start of your day. Your confirmation
email must be displayed to Reception (inside DCP spaces) or DCAS security (at DCAS
buildings)
• You must also be "logged in" by the team member at Reception
• You are also permitted to say “I am cleared to enter the office” to DCAS security and DCP personnel
• What happens if you fail the health check?
• Do not travel to a DCP Office. If you arrive on site and fail a paper health check, you will be asked to leave
immediately.
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• Online health checks will be monitored by Operations for failures.
• It is recommended that you quarantine at home for 14 days
• Failure to adhere to the health check process, and follow directions regarding health check
results will result in disciplinary action

Face coverings are required while working in all DCP
workspaces
Masks will be required for entry into any of the buildings that
DCP occupies:
• 120 Broadway
• 130 Stuyvesant Place
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• Queens Borough Hall
• 16 Court Street
• 1775 Grand Concourse
• If you do not have a mask upon building entry:
• 120 Broadway: a mask will be provided to you by Silverstein Properties
• DCAS Buildings: a mask will be provided to you, or you will be asked to
leave, depending on PPE supplies
• Masks are also available at the DCP Reception desk on the 31st floor
•

Exceptions:

• You may remove your mask or face covering to eat lunch
• You may request a reasonable accommodation

•

Trash cans for PPE disposal at 120 Broadway will be
located at:

• At the Broadway and Nassau Street entrances to 120 Broadway • At the entrances to DCP’s office space
:
• 31st Floor at Reception
• 30th Floor at the entrance to the Human Capital/LUR area
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Social distancing remains the most effective way to
fight the virus
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• Make regular use of
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Restroom/pantry sinks
• Use hand sanitizing stations throughout the office when you are unable to
wash your hands
• Keep 6' distance from your colleagues whenever possible
• Most importantly: Stay home if you are sick!

Access to the public and hours

• Our offices remain closed to visitors and the public
• Open hours will be from 8 AM – 6 PM, on designated days
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How the building has been prepared

• Bikes! Bike room and requesting access
• Enhanced cleaning schedule and protocols
• Ventilation and water filtration
• Elevator capacity limits and waiting areas
• Restroom rules and toilet lids
• Shipping and receiving (including food)
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BIKES! 120 Broadway Bike Room, Requesting Access
120 Broadway offers a bike room with lockers and showers in the basement
What you should know:
• Hours: 8am-9pm (bikes CAN NOT be left overnight)
• You must use the freight elevator (on Cedar Street) to transport bikes in and out
• 90 spots are available for all 120 Broadway tenants, on a first-come, first-served basis
• Restroom and shower facilities are also available
• You must register in advance and have a bike pass from 120 Broadway to use the space

Staff interested in receiving access to the bike room should:
• Complete the “Bike Room Access Form”
• Email the completed form to Operations at OPERATIONS_DL@planning.nyc.gov
• You will be notified once 120 Broadway management has granted you a bike permit
• The permit can be picked up in the office or mailed to you via USPS (make this request
when you email Operations)
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Enhanced cleaning has been contracted to protect the
DCP team
• Enhanced Cleaning Services
• 3x's per day
• Restrooms near the elevators on 30 and 31 (restrooms near the Counsel's Office are closed)
•

High-touch areas in building lobby and DCP vestibules: elevator buttons, entry doors, restroom doors

• Daily
• Standard nightly cleaning
• Operations Team internal DCP high-touch cleaning (at 12 pm each day) M-F •

High touch areas include- Copier

buttons, Pantry appliance handles/buttons, and Quad Glass door handles

• Bi-weekly: all desk surfaces – rotating schedule, 1 quad per night

• "Self-Serve" Hygiene Stations: are set up in each quad with paper towels, cleaning
spray disinfecting wipes, and hand sanitizers
• Anti-Microbial tape is affixed to surfaces throughout our space to kill germs
• Cleaning Logs will reside at the Bookstore for 2 weeks after their completion date
• Cleaning supply inventory resides on SharePoint here
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• In the event of a COVID-19 infection, we will work with our cleaning vendor to

clean all impacted areas to CDC and NY State standards
• Space will be required to be vacated for 24-48 hours

Steps have been taken to increase ventilation at
120 Broadway
Window Usage
Building management will permit windows to be open under the following
conditions:
• Staff may only open windows located directly in their workspace
• Windows must be closed by 4 pm each night
• Operations will perform walkthroughs at COB each night
Open windows reduce the effectiveness of our HVAC units and will lead to
temperature conditions that can not be addressed
• Operations will not make temperature adjustments going forward
• Failure to close windows and/or HVAC system issues will result in policy
modification
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HVAC Systems
• DCP has updated all HVAC filters (all 10 120 Bway AC units) to the MERV 11
standard, the highest-grade filter the machines are rated to handle
• Prior to October 5th (and before each phase of re-opening) Operations will flush our
offices with fresh air for 72 hours
• HVAC filters are replaced every quarter

Riding the elevator safely
• Waiting:
• Use established waiting areas near the elevator banks
on the 30th and 31st floor
• Socially-distance as much as possible –stay 6' from
one another
• Continue to wear your mask

• Capacity: 4 people per elevator
• 120 Broadway staff will bring any elevator that is overcapacity immediately to the lobby
• This is the limit for all DCAS buildings and 120 Broadway
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• While riding:
• Stand on designated spots, face forward (towards the doors)
• Limit conversation to minimize aerosol spread
• Always wear a mask

Help us to keep our restrooms safe for all
• Waiting: If the restroom is at capacity,
please wait outside in the marked,
designated area
• Masks are to be worn at all times while
waiting for and using the restroom
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• New toilet lids: Please close the toilet seat
lid before flushing, to prevent virus-laden
COVID-19 aerosol particles from spreading
• Wash your hands thoroughly with soap
and water for 20 seconds and completely dry
them before exiting the restroom

Workspace Improvements

• Social distancing will be managed by managing office capacity
• Work schedules
• Conference room/pantry capacity
• Other new facility rules
• Office entrances and exits
• One-way corridors
DRAFT
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean desk policy
Quad hygiene stations
Meeting policy
Physical barriers installed
Eating, drinking and lunch in the office
New technology in conference rooms to support online meetings

• Mailroom and printshop services
• Swing spaces
• Shared seating/spaces

Work schedules will be used to ensure that DCP stays
under state-mandated capacity limits
• Please stick to your assigned schedule!
• Schedule A will begin Tuesday October 6th and Thursday October 8th
• Schedule C will begin Tuesday October 6th (allowed M-T-W-H-F)
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• The office is closed to all personnel on Monday, October 12th
• DCP is using Dojo, an app provided by SPI Properties to manage office
capacity and to help facilitate contact tracing

Hosting meetings in our mixed work environment
• Goals:
• Keep each other safe, while maintaining collaboration and advancing DCP’s work
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• Be respectful of the need for some colleagues to be off-site due to health/ caretaking
responsibilities
• Hold online meetings whenever possible
• Online meetings: preferred option to ensure all can participate
• In-person meetings:
• Adhere to capacity limits posted outside of conference rooms
• The conference rooms still contain more chairs than we can have people safely – when you
enter, be sure to choose seats that provide social distancing
• Maintain 6’ of social distancing at all times Online meetings
• Wear a mask
• Wipe down shared equipment after use (Encouraged but not required: wipes in each quads’
hygiene station)
• Mixed meetings (simultaneous online and in-person)
• All of the above
• Utilize new microphone headsets and conference room cameras as needed
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New, reduced conference room and pantry capacities
have been set to assist with social distancing
Conference Room Name

Size

Current Capacity

Central Park

Large

17

Manhattan

Large

12

Ellis Island

Large

8

Grand Concourse

Large

4

Executive

Large

8

Times Square

Med

8

The Battery

Med

3

Fort Greene

Med

4

Port Morris

Med

4

Brooklyn Bridge

Med

2

Coney Island

Med

2

Bronx

Med

2

Brooklyn

Med

2
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Queens

Med

2

Staten Island

Med

2

The Grid

Med

2

Astoria

Small

1

St. George

Small

1

Barrish Training Room

Large

15

Grand Central Dining Hall

Med

10
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Navigating 120 Broadway –
Entrance and Exit, 31st Floor
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Navigating 120 Broadway –
Entrance
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Navigating 120 Broadway –
Exit
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Navigating 120 Broadway –
One-way Corridors
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Navigating 120 Broadway –

2-way

Restrooms
Exit
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Navigating 120 Broadway –

Entrance and Exits, 30th Floor
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Navigating 120 Broadway –
Exit

Entrance

Exit
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Navigating 120 Broadway –

Exit

Exit

One-way corridors
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Clean Desk Policy
Goal: Keep desks clear to allow cleaning personnel to wipe
them down effectively and quickly
All Staff
• Remove all paper, supplies, and personal items from your
desk surface
• Store those items in/on the provided bookshelf, file
cabinet/drawer, bookshelf
• It is ok (and encouraged) to leave things up on your bulletin boards
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• Remove materials from file cabinet tops adjacent to your desk
Staff assigned to offices
• The Same!
• Clean off file table tops and bookshelf tops
• Feel free to leave books on bookshelves
If you need additional storage or have questions – email
COOP_DL@planning.nyc.gov

Eating and Drinking in the Office
Where to enjoy lunch
• Grand Central (10-person capacity – First-come, first-served)
• Conference rooms are available for use – schedule normally
• At your assigned desk
• Outside if the weather is nice! (always a great option to get away)

Pantries, Water and Appliances
• Water coolers remain available for your use in all pantries.
• Filters have been changed and inspected, as they are every 6 months
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• Machine buttons will be cleaned daily as “high-touch” items
• Fridges and microwaves are available in Grand Central and in the 31 st floor pantry near the Counsel’s Office
• In Grand Central and the Counsel kitchen, Operations will clean fridge handles and microwaves daily
• Other pantries remain closed – access water coolers one-at-a-time
• DCAS has required DCP to remove other microwaves, toaster ovens etc.
• Pantry supplies (dish racks, sponges, etc) are not provided by the Department. Please bring your lunch but
use those supplies at your own risk
Rules
• DCP team members may remove their masks, while seated at their desks, to eat during their lunch hour,
while eating. Masks should be worn at all other times
• When drinking water/coffee etc., replace your mask as quickly as possible to minimize the risk to others
around you
• Do not use refrigerators, small applicances in closed pantries

Technology for Online Meetings
BYOD: DCP supports you in allowing the use of personal devices in the office.
Connect to the WiFi network: DCP_Guest with the password "Zoning12"
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• Microsoft Teams remains DCP’s default Video Teleconference (VTC) platform
o WebEx and Zoom are also authorized and supported with limitations o Please
refer to the VTC guidelines for guidance

• New web cameras have been installed in all conference rooms at 120 Broadway to
support sharing video and audio. Instructions for use can be found here.
• To join online meetings from your desk:
o Microphone headsets will be distributed to Office Managers for staff use. These
headsets can be used with:
o your agency-issued or personal phone o agency-issued or personal laptop
o desktop computer without video (required adapter will also be distributed)
o While desk webcams are not available, staff may use an agency-issued or
personal device (laptop, cellphone, iPad, etc.) to connect to GuestWiFi o Please
do not bring in personal headsets or web cameras
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Shipping and Receiving Policy – 120 Broadway

Delivery personnel traveling up to the 30th and 31st floors are required
to wear masks and to be screened at the 120 Broadway Reception
desks (on the ground floor, by SPI personnel)
• FedEx/UPS/USPS will be delivered to:
• Current: Delivered to the 31st Floor elevator lobby
• After 9/29: Delivered to DCP’s mailroom on the 30 th floor
• Personal Packages: DCAS has instructed all agencies to
temporarily ban the delivery of personal packages to City offices
• Food Deliveries: DCAS has instructed all agencies to require food
delivery to occur outside of City Office spaces
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• DCP team members can receive food deliveries in the ground floor lobby,
or outside of 120 Broadway
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New policies and resources related to COVID-19

• Policies to minimize the number of people on-site
• What to do if you are sick
• Summary of Excused Leave policy
• What to do if you have symptoms or have been diagnosed with COVID-19
• Travel restrictions and policy
• Preventing COVID-19
• Reasonable accommodations
• Employee support resources
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What to do if you are sick

Before travelling to the office:
• Do NOT travel to or enter any DCP Office space
• Notify your supervisor (as always)
• Take sick leave or work from home
• Seek medical attention, as needed

While at the office:
• Leave the office as soon as possible
• Notify your supervisor
• If you need a ride home and are waiting for family/friend/car service, please
wait in the "Breakout Room" adjacent to the internal stairs on the 30th floor
• Seek medical attention, as needed
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What to do if you are sick: COVID-19 Symptoms

Below is a list of
common symptoms
related to COVID-19 as
reported by the CDC:
• Fever or chills
• Cough
• Shortness of breath or
difficulty breathing
• Fatigue
• Muscle or body aches
• Headache
• New loss of taste or
smell
• Sore throat
• Congestion or runny
nose
• Nausea or vomiting
• Diarrhea

If you experience any of the above COVID like symptoms, you must
stay home to quarantine and not report to work other than telework
until:
a) You are fever-free for three days without Tylenol or other medication;
b) It has been at least 10 days since your symptoms started; and
c) Your symptoms have improved
If you exhibit any of the above COVID like symptoms while at the
office, you will be asked to go home to quarantine, as a
precautionary measure, and asked not to report to work other than
telework until:
a) You are fever-free for three days without Tylenol or other medication;
b) It has been at least 10 days since your symptoms started; and
c) Your symptoms have improved; and
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Getting Tested -- Regardless of symptoms, you should get tested. Find
a test site near you by visiting nyc.gov/covidtest or by texting COVID
TEST to 855-48.

What do I do if I have COVID-19 symptoms or have recently
been diagnosed?
1. All team members are encouraged (but not required) to notify Human Capital
of COVID-19 positive test results or absences due to COVID-19 symptoms
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email COVIDNotification@planning.nyc.gov (to Niki and Manny in HC only)
You will remain anonymous to all others
Be prepared to respond to questions to help us understand:
When you were in DCP Offices?
Where you were in DCP Offices?
Who you met with/sat near in DCP Offices?

2. Yvonne and David will be informed to schedule specialized COVID-19
cleaning (following CDC guidelines) in the necessary areas
•
•

The area in the office will be blocked-off until cleaning begins that night
Yvonne/David to provide HC with a list of employees scheduled to be in the office that sit near, or
likely came in contact, with the individual
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3. Human Capital to notify all individuals who may have come in contact with
the individual that there was a possible infection in our space and it is
recommended that they quarantine for 14 days
•

DCP can not and will not share the names of infected individuals

4. You and all notified by HC will quarantine for 14 days and will be given a
return to work date
5. Your case may be reported to City, State or Federal health Authorities or
OSHA

Summary of Excused Leave Policy
See Human Capital for more information:
1. Employees are eligible to receive up to two weeks of full pay for:
a) Exhibiting COVID like symptoms
b) Governmental quarantine or isolation order
c) Advised by health care provider to self-quarantine
2. Employees are eligible to receive up to two weeks of partial pay for:
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a) Caring for an immediate family member in government quarantine/isolation
b) Caring for an immediate family member who was advised by a health care provider
to self-quarantine
3. Employees are eligible to receive up to 12 weeks of partial pay for:
Caring for a son or daughter whose school or place of care has been closed
or child care provider is unavailable due to COVID-19 precautions and is
unable to telework

Travel Restrictions

State law requirestravelers who come back from states with high COVID-19 infection rates
(“restricted states”) to quarantine upon returning to New York in order to prevent transmission of
COVID-19. Please take this mandatory quarantine requirement into account before making travel
plans.
Please check the list of restricted states before you leave New York at ny.gov/traveladvisory.
Due to the mandatory quarantine requirement, you are strongly advised to avoid travel to these
restricted states.
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Nevertheless, if you choose to travel to a restricted state, you are subject to the following
restrictions:
•

If you spent more than 24 hours in one of these states, you will be required to fill out the
New York State Traveler Health Formwhen you return to New York City.

•

You will be required to notify Human Capital and quarantine for 2 weeks.

•

You will be required to telework while on quarantine

One in five new COVID-19 cases in New York City are linked to travel out of state.
While the number of New Yorkers testing positive for COVID-19 is currently low, out-of-state travel
poses a significant risk to the state’s ongoing recovery.

(Business) Travel Policy

All business and professional development travel is temporarily to be reviewed
by City Hall on a case-to-case basis.
Given the financial crisis, the standards for City reimbursement are much
higher than normal.
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• Business Travel
• If you have a need for business travel, related to Department of City Planning
duties, please reach out to Yvonne Williams at ywilliams@planning.nyc.gov

• Professional Development
• If you have a desire to attend a professional development event, contact
Professionaldevelopment@planning.nyc.gov

EEO and reasonable accommodations

If you need a reasonable accommodation because of these rules or
policies, please email:
• Sarah Goldwyn, DCP's EEO Officer: Sgoldwyn@planning.nyc.gov
Or
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• Imani Moye, HC's EEO, Diversity and Inclusion Specialist: Imoye@planning.nyc.gov
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Preventing the spread of COVID-19
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to find public health flyers from
the CDC and NYC Health to
learn more about COVID-19
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COVID19: Coping and Emotional Well-Being
An infectious illness outbreak such as COVID-19 can be stressful to you, your loved ones and
your friends. It is natural to feel overwhelmed, sad, anxious and afraid. You may also
experience other symptoms of distress, such as trouble sleeping.
To reduce your stress and help manage the situation:
• Try to remain positiveand remind yourself of your strengths.
• Connect with friends and loved ones.
COVID-19: Staying Connected With Friends and Family
• Go outside and get exercise, if you are not sick. Remember to practice good hygiene and
physical distancing. Walking, running and bicycling are healthy activities that do not require
close contact with others or shared equipment.
• Identify what you are feeling and use healthy coping skills.
Coping With Stress During Infectious Disease Outbreaks
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COVID• Recognize feelings of loss are normaland there are ways to cope. Grief and Loss During
the COVID-19 Outbreak

19: Coping and Emotional Well-Being (Cont.d)
Talk to a Professional
NYC Well
Offers well-being and emotional support. If your symptoms of stress become
overwhelming, you can contact NYC Well 24/7 to speak with a trained
counselor.
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
The New York City Employee Assistance Program (NYC EAP) offers free,
confidential information, education, counseling, and referrals to employees
and family members. All EAP services are available Monday through Friday,
8am -9pm.
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COVIDCall New York State's COVID-19 Emotional Support Helpline at 8448639314 to talk to specially trained volunteer professionals. They are there to
listen, support and offer referrals from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., seven days a week.

19: Questions and Answers
Questions and answers
What information will you share with people I’ve been around recently if I have COVID19? Your name will not be shared with those you came in contact with. We will only tell people
who you have been around recently that they might have been exposed to COVID-19. Any
information you share with health department staff is confidential. This means that your
name, personal, and medical information will be kept private.
I was recently around someone who has COVID-19, but I feel fine. Why should I stay at
home?
People with COVID-19 can still spread the virus even if they don’t have any symptoms. If you
were around someone who had COVID-19, it is critical that you stay home away from others
for 2 weeks from the last day that you were around that person. Staying home away from others
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COVIDat all times helps your health department in the fight against COVID-19 helps protect you, your
family, and your community.
What do I do if I feel sick?
If you become ill, contact your health department. You should also tell people you were around
recently, so they can monitor their health. Tell anyone who you were within 6 feet of for 15
minutes or more in the two days before you first developed COVID-19 symptoms. If your
symptoms worsen or become severe, seek medical care. Severe symptoms include trouble
breathing, persistent pain or pressure in the chest, confusion, inability to wake or stay awake,
or bluish lips or face.
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If you have any questions
• General questions: COOP_DL@planning.nyc.gov

• Email COVIDNotification@planning.nyc.gov if you:
• Are uncomfortable about someone around you (coughing, sneezing,
etc)

• Have symptoms of COVID-19 or

COVID-19 Health Links
• Federal CDC
• NY State Health
• NYC Health
• Find a COVID Testing
site
NY State COVID Alert App
• Apple Store
• Google Play

• Have tested positive and want to request COVID-19 leave
•
•
•
•
•

Email Operations_DL@planning.nyc.gov
Need hygiene station supplies re-stocked
Empty hand sanitizer stations
Requests for schedule swaps
Requests for temporary seating at 120 (borough planners and personnel)

• Email Helpdesk_DL@planning.nyc.gov to discuss:
• Technology needs
• Issues with conference room meeting equipment (after reading the user
guide!)
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•
•
•
•

Email Manny Menjivar to discuss:
Excused leave policies
Travel restriction issues
Employee resource programs

• To request a face mask, ask at reception

Summary of Changes to the Office
Building access requirements
• Health checks required of all staff
• Masks are required to be worn at all
times
• Social distancing guidelines will be
enforced
• Our offices remain closed to the public

Building Systems
• Cleaning schedule and protocols
• Bathrooms, elevator lobbies cleaned 3x's per
day

• Daily high-touch surface cleaning
• Bi-weekly surface cleaning

• Anti-microbial tape affixed to kill germs
•
•
•
•
•

Ventilation and water filtration
HVAC filters upgraded to MERV 11
HVAC system flushed for 72 hours prior
New window policy –open windows allowed
Water filters have been replaced

• Elevator capacity limits establishedand
waiting areas set
• Restroom rules updated and toilet lids
installed

Workspace improvements made
• Social distancing will be managed by
managing office capacity
• Work schedules set for all team members
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conference room/pantry capacity reduced

Other new facility rules
Office entrances and exits reduced, one-way
One-way corridors set
Clean desk policy established
Quad hygiene stations stocked and signed
Meeting policy established
Physical barriers installed
Eating, drinking and lunch in the office rules set

• Reasonable accommodations process
advertised
• Employee support resources shared

New technology in conference rooms to support
online meetings

Workforce policies updated
• Policies established to minimize the
number of people on-site
• Excused leave policy updated
• Childcare leave policy updated
• Travel restrictions and policy updated
• Guidance shared to prevent the spread
of COVID-19
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